2 color copies of a photograph of FH talking on a cell phone, n.d.
correspondence, color copies of photographs and family genealogy materials
sent to FH’s father (William), [1986-2002]
A Century of Women’s Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2002
double plaque in wood case from the Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy, 1992
general correspondence, [1997-2002]
articles including FH, [1999-2002]
photographs, [1994-2000]
video tape: Pathways to Health Exhibit, 59 minutes, n.d.
video tape: Women at Risk: Cycle of Life, 2000
unpublished article on FH’s brother, William, CEO of Human Genome Sciences, 2000
rewritable CD, “Back-up HS, March 2002”
recordable CD, FH email, March 2002
correspondence from institutions and head hunters seeking potential candidates for high level positions, and FH’s own job searches, (1993-98)
International Probate Research materials, 1990
clippings, 1976
physics materials, apparently belonging to Alan Chodos, FH’s husband, [1968-75]
galleys and promotional materials for FH’s book, Woman Doctor, 1976
Office of Research on Women’s Health, 2000